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HCS is now fully back into the swing
of things, having reached the five week
mark last Friday. Fall sports are
reaching their peak, with both the boys
and girls soccer teams having their
senior night within the last two weeks.
These events signal the end of an era as
members of a senior class which has
been a key contributor in the sports
culture at Hamilton play their last
games in green.
Focusing on the senior class, the arrival
of fall also marks the beginning of the
college application process for those
approaching the end of their careers at
HCS. For students attempting to gain
clarity on the college search, our school
offers the opportunity to meet with
college representatives from
a
collection of schools. Contact Ms.
Daoust for more information regarding
the dates and locations of these
meetings.
The new year at Hamilton has also seen
the introduction of new clubs, along
with the re-implementing of older
extracurricular previously put on hold
by Covid. If you are interested in
combating climate change and
protecting nature, Mr. Alsup?s new
Climate Society Club is the perfect club
for you. The group meets in Mr.
Alsups?s room during high school
lunch and will work to develop
responses to environmental justice
questions. In addition, the new school
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year has also led to Model United
Nations
being
reintroduced
at
Hamilton. In Model UN students take
the role of a representative in the
United Nations and get the chance to
debate or propose solutions to a
multitude of topics. This program, run
by Ms. Jerome, provides a unique
opportunity for interesting dialogue
while also being a valuable addition to
your college resume.
Despite the exciting developments
occurring at Hamilton this year, there
have also been some negative
occurrences thus far which need to be
addressed. Coinciding with a TikTok
trend known as Devious Licks, the
school bathrooms have been dismantled
and vandalized. This disturbing
movement, which is covered by Ian
Skinner in the news section of this
paper, is a major issue that causes
problems for custodial staff and
students alike.
Although there have been some small
downfalls, the 2021-22 school year is
off to a great start. Hamilton sports
teams are enjoying successful seasons,
the drama program is working on a new
play, and academics are able to
function at full capacity. As a school,
let?s do our best to keep our school a
clean and safe learning environment.
Following the wise words of our school
pledge, take pride in doing the right
thing, even when no one is watching.
Aimdhigh.
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AimHigh,Not Low
By Ian Skinner
HCS, we need to do better, Devious
Licks is a TikTok challenge going
around encouraging the vandalism
of school property, and although
some schools are experiencing
worse, we should be above this.
Broken sinks, soap dispensers
pulled off the wall, and paper towel
dispensers hanging sideways or
empty. Those are just some of the
things that schools and their
custodial staff are having to deal
with. Tik Tok has now taken down
any videos with the hashtag
Devious Licks in attempts to curb
the craze of mischief. In the
surrounding area, schools are
struggling to deal with this wave of
"disruptive
student
behavior"
according to the Superintendent of
North Syracuse School District
Daniel Bowes. In a letter sent
home, Bowes speaks on the
occurences and how they will have
consequences. In an article on
Syracuse.com, Jamesville-Dewitt
High School Principal Paul
Gasparini said he's been forced to
close a few bathrooms in some side
areas of the school. He suspects the
Tik Tok challenge is to blame for
the soap dispensers being ripped off
the wall.

Tensions seem to be running high
with an increased level of violence
and fights with this years return to
school. Just last week Henninger
High School in the Syracuse School

District experienced a brawl break
out in the auditorium. Most
students can be seen standing by,
while others climbed over the
chairs to reach their target. Now, I
am not saying Hamilton is anything
like these other schools listed
above, because the truth is
Hamilton is special.
I think many of us fail to recognize
that we, on a daily basis use our
lockers, with no locks. To many of
us this is all we've ever known, but
it is truly amazing that Hamilton
has been fortunate enough to be
able to foster such an environment
where we are able to feel so safe.
But
recently
Hamilton
has
succumbed
to
the
TikTok
challenges and we are seeing our
bathrooms being defaced. The
problem I have with this is, and I
hope it's just that kids aren't
recognizing this as they do it, but
when you vandalize something like
this your hurting so much more
than just a soap dispenser. You are
causing an administrator or a
custodial employee to stop and
take time out of their day to deal
with what you have done. Also,
something many kids are failing to
see is that these actions can and
will have consequences. Schools
are being forced to add more school
resource officers and additional
administrative staff to ensure the
protection of their property.
Speaking to Mr. Arquiett he
emphasized
the
exceptional
standards that Hamilton has for
many years been upholding when it
comes to safety and overall respect
of public spaces. A reason to try to
stay on our best behavior is to
avoid any negative implications on
our great traditions at HCS. May
Jam could be at jeopardy along
with any dances or extracurricular

activities at the school if we
continue to show no respect to our
building and grounds. To conclude,
Hamilton isn't all that bad and we
should really just try to wipe our
hands of this and move past it. It is
in the best interest of all involved.

Demolitionand
Rebirthof the
Clubhouse
By Brooke Speer
Built in 1876, the building on top of
East Lake road, overlooking a
beautiful golf course, now known
as The Seven Oaks Clubhouse is no
more. The building of the Seven
Oaks Clubhouse is owned by
Colgate University. However, the
business itself is owned by Douglas
Speer, who took over in 2002. After
a lot of thought and planning,
Colgate University has decided it is
time to start anew. As summer
neared its end golfers, community
members and Seven Oaks staff
were having their last few meals
and shifts. On August 14, 2021, the
restaurant had its final day, and on
September 9th they tore the whole
building down. During these fall
and winter months, the construction
crew has a tough job ahead of
themselves. They are rebuilding the
restaurant to larger and more
modern. It will include a bigger
kitchen, more indoor seating, more
patio space and even an upstairs
banquet room. Additionally, you
will now be able to enjoy some
cold drinks on a balcony
overlooking the soon-to-be brand
new golf course. Come May, you
can resume enjoying your Chicken
Parm Pasta or Blackened Chicken
Alfredo.
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By Simon Klepeis
Boston is America?s greatest
sporting city. Plain and simple.
The city feeds off sport, finding
deep pride in celebrating even
the mildest of achievements.
Whether it is a raucous crowd in
the Garden screaming ?Beat
LA!?, or the entirety of Fenway
Park belting out Sweet Caroline,
the sporting franchises of Boston
and their fan bases have always
had a special connection.
Perhaps it?s the Irish flare which
brings the city to its feet
whenever one of its players
commits an egregious infraction
of the rules (just search ?McHale
vs. Rambis? on youtube.) Maybe
it's just in the water. Either way,
the culture of Boston and
athletics are intertwined in a
manner seldom seen outside of
white girls and pumpkin spice
lattes.
All this says nothing of the
dominance of Boston sports
throughout history. The Celtics
rank as the NBA?s best franchise,
with seventeen championships to
their name due to the ventures of
all-time greats such as Bill
Russell, Larry Bird, and Paul
Pierce. Bandwagon Lakers fans
may claim they?ve tied us, but
they had to get Lebron just to
overcome the embarrassment of
paying Luol Deng 72 million
dollars. The Red Sox are next up
on the list, proving nearly as
dominant with the third-most

MLB championships in the
league?s history. The Sox's
success has now spanned over a
century with their first title win
coming in 1903, and their most
recent in 2018. Boston baseball
is riding high again this year,
coming fresh off a wild card
destruction of the Yankees and
obliteration of the top-seeded
Tampa Bay Rays. Consistency
and efficiency are the Sox
hallmarks, with their only
suspect decision being the trade
of Babe Ruth. On the other hand,
I hear he wasn?t all that good
anyway
.
The Patriots, also known as Tom
Brady, rank in the upper echelon
of their own respective league.
They hold the NFL record for
super bowl wins with six, all of
which came after the turn of the
21st century. In addition, the
Buccaneers championship win
last February can be counted as a
win for Boston, if only because
we had TB12 and Gronk first.
Looking at the last of the major
sports, the Boston Bruins have
been an elite hockey team in
their own right, with the fourth
most Stanley Cup wins in
history.Overall, Boston is a
sports town through and through.
Regardless of the pressures of
everyday life, Bostonians will
always turn up for their beloved
Celtics, Patriots, Bruins, and Red
Sox. You?ll be hard pressed to
find any restaurant or bar in
which at least one crazed sports
fan doesn?t reside, reminiscing
about days gone by or
contemplating the promise of
next season. After all, sports are
the fire that keeps the city alive.
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ZachLaFranceinthe
Knight Light

high school career. Zach is also an
NHS member and a high honor roll
student in the HCS community.

By Simon Klepeis

Favor ites:
M ovie: Step Brothers
Book: Diary of a Wimpy Kid
Actor : Adam Sandler
Ar tist: John B.
Song: Little Rain by Morgan
Wallen
Food: Nice little burger
Condiment: Buffalo wing sauce
Season: Winter
Color : Blue
Place: OBX
I ce Cream: Up all night
Phr ase: Mammook
Restaur ant: Tully?s
Ar ticle of Clothing:Shoes
Spor t: Basketball
L ong Answer s:
Deser ted I sland: My phone
Biggest Pet Peeve:
Taking L?s on the football field
Awkwar d High School M emor y:
Walking with Jake Wright in the
hallways
VS:
Nike vs. Adidas: Nike
Slices vs. Oliver i?s vs. Pub: Slices

Coke vs. Pepsi: Coke
PERSONAL L I FE:
Zach Lafrance is a senior and will
be applying early decision to
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in
Troy, New York. Throughout high
school Zach has been a captain of
the Hamilton basketball and
baseball, and football teams. He has
served as President for the Class of
2022 three times throughout his

Dear Knight: Heavy
Workloads
By Sami Cigeroglu
Dear E. Knight,
As we start to get farther into the year,
the amount of school work I have doesn't
stop increasing. It's starting to get
overwhelming and I need some advice on
howtobetter manageeverything.
Sincerely,
AvidE.P. Reader
Dear Avid E.P. Reader,
Almost every student seems to run
into this wall of seemingly
unbearable amounts of homework
and studying. However, there are
many different ways to make it
more manageable. First off, you
need to accept that you have to
either do your work or get a zero.
I'll start off by saying that there is
not one singular method of getting
work done efficiently. You have the
standard plan-it-out-with-an-agenda
approach, in which one evenly
distributes their workload and does
a consistent amount every night.
This approach seems the most
ideal, however, this strategy only
works
for
hyper-organized
individuals. If you are one of them,
I wish I was one of you. My
favorite strategy is to save
everything for one night, down an
energy drink, and pull an all-nighter
doing an enormous amount of
work. The reason I prefer this

approach is because it gives me
more free time on certain days and
allows me to be more productive
when I sit down to tackle my
homework. If I can get myself to
work efficiently for an hour, the
rest of it becomes smooth sailing
due to the fact that it puts me in an
efficient mindset. However, there
are many strategies that you will
pick up during your years at HCS
that will work better for you and
help you throughout your time here.
There are a few tips and tricks that
I've picked up on over the past few
years which could really come in
handy for you. First, if you have a
legitimate excuse for not doing
your homework, teachers are often
likely to understand and give you a
small extension. However, this
works for some teachers and not
others. Additionally, do not by any
means abuse this trick as it will
often
result
in
negative
repercussions. Finally, the biggest
piece of advice I can give you is
don't trip over one or two missed
homework assignments. Step back
and look at the grand scheme of
things, something that small isn't
worth worrying and getting anxious
about. This isn't to say that
homework doesn't matter, you
should still be doing it to the best
of your ability if you want to
succeed within high school. All I'm
saying is that it's not the end of the
world to not finish something on
time here and there.
I hope this advice was helpful and I
wish you good luck with the rest of
the school year. Remember to have
fun and be yourself.
Sayonara,
E. Knight
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Artist of theWeek:
Puzzle
By Sami Cigeroglu
Puzzle, also known as Fletcher
Shears, is a young musician from
California that creates experimental
electronic music. Fletcher is from
Orange County, California, and
grew up creating music with his
identical twin brother, Wyatt
Shears. Together they formed the
band The Garden which is a
growing band of just the two of
them. Fletcher created Puzzle in
2012 as a way to create his own
experimental music separate from
The Garden. His music is very

different
and
not
usually
appreciated due to its abstract
nature. Although electronic music
is usually very fast-paced with
heavy bass behind it, most Puzzle
songs are fairly mellow with a lot
of synth and light drumming. Over
the past year, Puzzle has cemented
himself as my favorite artist due to
his unique style and personality.
Some of my favorite songs of his
are: ?I Saw an Angel?, ?What She
Might Say to Me?, ?Loose
Cannon?, and ?Cover My Mouth?.

I would also recommend checking
out his band The Garden due to
how unique the sound is. The
Garden created its own genre called
"Vada Vada? which is a mix of
experimental grunge, electronic,
and punk; it has a very chaotic
nature but is extremely entertaining
nevertheless.

HondaistheWay
By An Xin Zheng
Hondas are the best car for both car
enthusiasts and people who simply
need an efficient ride. Honda has
always provided high quality
vehicles that get good gas mileage
and have great reliability. Most
people will buy a Honda Accord
because they can afford a Civic but
don't want to look cheap, and can't
afford an Acura. When you squint,
the Accord looks like a luxury car
but when you actually look it's
really a Honda. At least these
owners will not have to deal with
the huge repair costs of German car
owners while still enjoying the
comfortable ride. The next car that
people drive are Honda CRVs,
which are a good mix between an
economy car and SUV. You always
ask these people for a ride around
and to haul your stuff. This is
because these owners are usually
responsible drivers that understand
their car isn?t fast, so you're not
getting stopped by the local police.
You also don?t have to worry about
paying your friend gas money
because the mpg is so so good. This
car has the best rear seat legroom
compared to Mazdas with blown
speakers. This car also has so

much space it hauled the whole jazz
band?s instruments and equipment a
couple years back. Performance
wise, Hondas can have great power
with simple bolt-ons which are
parts that everybody can put on
without special tools with instant
power. The cars that are normally
modified are old Honda Civics,
Integras, S2000s and Acura RSXs.
Cars that have K series motors and
F series motors rev super high for
more range in the V-TECH. This is
a genius design that Honda
engineers need more credit for, as
in basic terms the motor switches
from a more economical mode to a
higher compression at higher rpms
which makes the car go faster. This
design keeps modified Hondas
reliable and fuel efficient but still
makes good competition against
diesel in a straight line. Next time
you pull up to the light next to a
Honda, think twice before making
any moves...
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Tier List of the Week
S

Indigenous Peoples day + Long Weekend, 1 Month 'till
Basketball Starts, Twitch.tv/Lo_mac

A

Cell 8 Gym Class Volleyball, Colgate Yik Yak, Jimmy's OT
goal

B

Seeing College Friends, Fall colors

C

Henninger Fight, Halloween Soon

D

Overwatch 2, Colgate Midterms

E

E.P. Planning, Waterville Football, Boys Bathroom
Vandalism

F

Rip Ian's Car :(, Heavy Workloads, Early Decision Coming
Up
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CollegePenPal:
EllaKenyon

What extracurricular thingsor clubsareyouinvolvedin?

By Brooke Speer

"Hangout with my friends and go to Wawa."

"I'm in a writing club and I am also playing club basketball."

What isyour favoritethingtodooncampus?
Whatsyour favoritethingtoget at thedininghall?
"Probably the vegan burger or pizza...does dessert count?"

What doyoumissmost about Hamilton?
"I miss the town a lot, how everything is so accessible, and I
also miss knowing everyone."

Doyouget alongwithyour roommate?
"Yeah I really like my roommate. I just feel bad that she has to
put up with me."

Whereisyour favoritespot oncampustodohomeworkandstudyand
why?
Ella graduated Hamilton in 2021. Ella was very
involved in her time here at HCS. She played
Varsity soccer and Varsity Basketball and was
also a member of Language Club, National
Honor Society, Captain's Council, Student
Council and SAAD. Ella is now a freshman at
Lafayette and has an undecided major.

What hasbeenyour best experienceincollege
sofar?
?My best experience at Lafayette so far, has
probably been joining clubs, and meeting
new people.?

What hasbeenyour worst experienceincollege
sofar?
?Accidentally attending a 9pm International
Chinese Econ and commerce lecture. I was
very confused and trying not to fall asleep.?

Whatsyour favoriteclassyouarecurrently
takingandwhy?
?Cultural Anthropology because the material
is very interesting and my professor is very
nice and helpful.?

"My favorite place to do homework is definitely outside on the
quad, because the weather is always really nice. But my favorite
place to study is at the library because it's quiet, and I don?t get
distracted as easily."

What madeyouchooseLafayette?Howdidyouknowthatswhereyou
wantedtospendthenext 4years?
"I chose Lafayette because I knew that I wanted something
similar to Colgate, just because that's where I had always been,
and some professors recommended Lafayette, so I applied, and
visited and yeah...it?s not that interesting."

Whatsyour advicetoseniorsapplyingtocollege?
?Don?t procrastinate your work, especially college applications,
and don?t be afraid to contact admissions counselors because
most of the time they can be very helpful."

Get toknowElla!
She was a writer for the Emerald Press last year
She participated in both band and chorus
She looooves to read
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Straight fromMsJerome'skitchen!
Arecipesharedwithher byher cousin.
Abit addicting, don't eat all at once.
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HCSSport Recap
By Kyleigh Pearson
Hamilton Emerald Knights fall
sports are rapidly coming to an
end. Some sports having already
finished their regular season,
meaning sectionals are on the
horizon. For some teams, they are
used to it, while for others it may
be their first time heading to
sectionals in many years. We wish
all participating teams the best of
luck.

Last week the boys varsity soccer
team went 2-1. The boys lost to
Cooperstown 3-1, but defeated
Poland 2-0, and rival team
Waterville 2-1 in overtime.
Scoring for the Emerald Knights
were Jimmy Daddio (1), Jake
Wright (1), Bryce Wright (1), and
Will Penoyer (1). Senior goalie
John Hughes also collected 26
saves during those games. The
boys have finished their regular
season and will be moving on to
sectionals. Being that they did well
in their regular season, they should
be hosting their first postseason
game.
The girls varsity soccer team went
1-1 last week. The girls lost to
Oriskany 5-4 on Tuesday, but came
back Thursday night defeating
Remsen 4-3. Scoring for the
Emerald Knights were Taylor
Basher (2), Autumn Hames (2),
Kiley Delaney (2), Logan Langel
(1), and Reagan Hope (1). Goalie
Emily Neuenschwander had 27
saves at the net. The girls will be
hosting Poland tonight under the

lights at 6 pm.
The cross-country team did great at
their meet last Wednesday against
Waterville, Poland, and West
Canada Valley. For the girls, Senior
Caitlyn Acompora finished in first
place with a time of 20:51. Senior
Alexis Lapp also finished in third
place with a time of 22:42.
Sophomore Lindsey Speer finished
in fourth place with a time of
23:21. On the boys side,
Sophomore Joe Berry finished in
second place with a time of 19:47.

Volleyball

BackInTime
By Kyleigh Pearson
On this day, in 1988, Will
Shoemaker, who was a writer for
the Emerald press, expressed his
concerns about poor quality
officials. ?Calling The Refs?
exposed the truth about high school
officials. At that time, refs were
paid anywhere from 23 to 27
dollars. Now, they can be paid
more than 200 dollars. Will also
asked the question, ? Are [refs]
pushing the limit of maximum
density?. He then goes on to talk
about controversial topics such as
the size and fitness of a referee. He
goes on to say that they should
have to take a more physical test
when it comes to completing their
officiating course. However, since
it is 2021, I am however not going
to touch on that subject being that
this was made in the 1980?s and if
Will were to bring up this subject
in today?s society, he would be so
called, ?canceled?.

Soccerball
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Bud-Vase-of-the-Month
What is the "Bud-Vase-Of-The-Month" Club?
The Hamilton Horticulture class will be hand making bud vases every month to deliver to you in
your room, that special someone in your life or a friend you want to help put a smile on!
Flowers will be selected on a seasonal basis, you might see flowers such as: sunflowers, tulips,
roses and carnations. Bud vases cost $10 each or $75 for the months November through June.
Cash or checks are accepted. Please make checks payable to the Hamilton FFA.
To sign up please print and fill out the attached order form below and turn into Mrs. Bossards
room (room 102) or mailbox located in the main office.
OR....fill out the google form below to electronically sign up for our "Bud-Vase-Of-The-Month"
program.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me anytime. And, thank you for your
support of our HCS students!

LOCALFALLTREATS
MOMs - Chicken Pot pie
Hamilton Eatery - Apple Crumble
Heartstone Bakery - Apple Pastry
Flour and Salt - Pumpkin Chocolate
Chip Muffin
Dunkin' Donuts - Pumpkin Spice Latte
McDonald's - Pumpkin and Cream Pie
Farmers Market - can't go wrong

Quest ion of t he week :

By Ian Skinner

